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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the evolution differential equation 
u’(t) + A(t) u(t) 3 0, O<t<T, 
with u(0) =x0. 
(1) 
where u takes values in a Banach space (X, )I 11) and each A(t), t E [0, T], 
is a multivalued m-accretive operator on X This paper will present a 
method which allows us to address the question of when it is possible to 
solve (1) given that solution to 
u’(t)+B(t)u(t)30, O<t<T, 
o(0) = xg 
(2) 
is known to exist and A and B are related by A(t) = r(t) B(t), with r(t) 
positive and integrable. 
One might view our method as performing the change of variable 
t + cp(t) where rp = S r, and this is precisely the case when (1) and (2) have 
classical smooth solutions. However, more generally, we shall be allowing 
for mild solutions to (1) and (2), that is, ones which are limits of finite 
difference approximations, and which may be nondifferentiable, so the 
actual mechanics of making the substitution t + q(t) is far from routine. 
The key is to obtain mild solution to (1) along a sequence of partitions 
{C>k3 n = 1, 2, . . . . by first proving existence for u’(s) + B(cp - l(s)) u(s) 3 0 
along resealed partitions {~[d}~ where S; = Cf r(t;)(t; - t;- 1) 2: cp(t;). It will 
then follow that u = u 0 rp is the desired solution to (1). To avoid obscuring 
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this approach, maximum generality will not be sought and we shall restrict 
ourselves to the case where (2) has mild solution by virtue of B(t) satisfying 
the Crandall-Pazy-Evans time dependence condition (C. 1) [ 2,4]. 
An understanding of the relationship between (1) and (2) then will lead 
to general hypotheses under which there exists solution to 
u’(t) + r(t) Au(f) 3f(t), O<t<T, 
u(0) = xg 
(3) 
for A multivalued and m-accretive and SE L’(0, T; X). At first pass, 
solution of (3) may seem easy: First set f=fo cp - l/r 0 cp ~’ which, with 
cp = j r, is integrable. Next solve 
u’(s) + Au(s) $74, O<sGq(T), 
o(0) = X” 
(4) 
and then put u(t) = o(rp(t)). Indeed, the chain rule shows that when u, the 
solution to (4), is known to be differentiable, this procedure produces as 
solution to (3) the reparameterization u0 q to u. However, even when A is 
singlevalued but nonlinear and f= 0, (4) may only have a mild solution 
which is not necessarily differentiable a.e. (or even at s = 0). It is this 
general situation which attracts our attention and for which justification for 
obtaining mild solution u equal to u 0 cp is provided. 
Finally, there appears in Theorem 3 a step function approximation result 
for L’ functions which we hope will be of interest in itself. 
2. COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
Let W)hrGT be a family of multivalued operators on X satisfying: 
(A) For each 1 >O and a.e. t E [0, T] the resoluent operator 
J,(r) = [Z+ AB( t)] -’ is singlevalued, has domain all of X, and satisfies for 
all x, y E X 
IIJ#)x-JA(~)YII G Ix-YII. 
(C.l) There exist functions h: [0, T] + X and L: [0, co) -+ [0, 00) with 
h Bochner integrable and L nondecreasing such that for some A,> 0, all 
3, E (0, A,), all x E X, and a.e. s, t E [0, T] 
IIJn(t) x-J,(s) XII 6 1 Ilh(t) - h(s)ll L(llxll). 
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Remarks 1. 1. Each of the operators B(t) satisfying (A) is said to be 
m-accretive. 
2. As discussed in [4, pp. 6, 93, (A) and (C.l) imply the existence of 
a set 8, the so-called generalized omain, such that for a.e. t E [O, T] 
D(B(t)) s B E D(B(t)). 
Therefore, Do) is constant a.e. and this a.e. constant set will be denoted 
as D. Furthermore, it is shown in [4] that for a.e. t E [0, T] there exists a 
constant C(t) < cc such that x E fi implies 
sup Vi.(t) x--XII ~ c(t) 
0 < 1 < 2.0 A 
From this inequality and (C.l) it easily follows that for each x E 6 there are 
constants K,, K2 > 0 such that 
sup “J’(t)x-x” <K + K Ilh(t)ll 
O<l<io 1 ” 2 
holds for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
Throughout this paper let [O(n), T(n)], n = 1,2, . . . . be a sequence of 
intervals contained in [ - 1, T] and let { tj!}:?), be a sequence of partitions 
of these intervals so that for each n 
O(n) d 0 < 1; < . . . < tkCnj = T(n). 
Set @=t;-t;-,. Let A(t) = r(t) B(t) with Dom(A(t)) = Dom(B(t)). Given 
x0 ED, from assumption (A) it follows that there exist sequences {x;}~~,j 
in X satisfying for each n 
q-x;-, 
8; 
+A(t;)x;30, k = 1, . . . . N(n) 
(5) 
x:=x0, 
as seen by putting x;f= x0 and recursively letting x; = Jrcpja;(t;) x;- 1. 
Hence, if u,(t) is the step function which takes the value x; for 
t E R + n (t;- , , $1 and u,(t) = x0 for t < 0, then u,, may be thought of as an 
approximate solution to (1). Our goal is to show that u,(t) converges to a 
continuous funtion u(t) as n -+ co. This problem, which is set in an infinite 
dimensional Banach space, is reduced to a recursive problem set in R by 
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LEMMA 1. Let a;~” = 11~; -x;ll and /I;$’ = \lh(t$) - h(t,“)ll. Then 
for j= 1, . . . . N(m) and k = 1, . . . . N(n). 
Proof To simplify the notation, we suppress all m and 12 superscripts, 
let ri denote r(tjm), let rk denote r(t;), and set v equal to 
r$jrk6k/(rjdj+ rk6,). From (5) we obtain for p = j and p = k 
W,)X,~ 
X*-l -xp 
r 6 , ~2 1, 
P P 
from which it follows that 
Hence, by the contractive property of Jq(tk) expressed in the inequality 
in (Ah 
Now, 
Xj + xj-1, 
and 
(6) 
xk+ $-$xk-I-li)=r,gr;6: 6 xk--l+ 
rkdk 
rjdj + rkhk 
xk* 
JJ kk 
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This, together with (6) and (C.l ), therefore yields 
The lemma now follows. 
3. CONVERGENCE VIA REFERENCE Cl] 
Suppose B(t), 0 < r < T, satisfies conditions (A) and (C.l). Let 
r: [0, T] + R+ be Lebesgue integrable and such that r times the modulus 
function h is Bochner integrable. Set p(t) = j:, r(t) & and S(n) = s;(,) where 
for k= 1 , . . . . N(n) 
s; & i r(t;)@, n = 1, 2, ..,. 
i=l 
Assume that the partitions {t;}fFb of [O(n), T(n)] satisfy 
lim, max lGkkCN(nJd;=O, t;l<O<t;, T(n)fT as n+co and that the 
piecewise constant functions r”(t) = r(tj!) and h”(t) = h(t;) for t E (tip 1, t[l] 
satisfy 
IiF IV Wll - r IMI llL~~O~n~,r~n~~ = lim llrn - rll Ll(O(n),T(n)) = 0. (7) n 
Finally, let A(t) = r(t) B(t) and x,, E B. 
THEOREM 1. If the piecewise constant functions g”(t) given by 
g”(t) = h(t;) for t E (s;- , , $1 satisfy 
lim llg” - h 0 v -’ II L~cO,S(n);X) = 0 n (8) 
then u,(t) ( = x; on Iw + n (t;- , , t;], u,(t) =x0 on [O(n), 01) converges 
uniformly on [O, T-1 to a continuous function u(t) for every 0 < T- < T. 
Remarks 2. 1. We call u(t) a mild solution to (1). It can be shown that 
(i) when (1) has a strong solution it will agree a.e. with u(t), and (ii) u(t) is 
unique. 
2. Note that s; may be expressed as 
$=$9(q)+&;, 
where $=J$(r”(l)-r(<))dt and max,GkG,(,, le;l +O as n+oo. 
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3. In Theorem 1 and below, define h(t), r(t), and q(t) equal to 0 for 
points t not in [0, T]. 
4. Denote h 0 cp ~ ’ by g. We leave as an exercise to show that cp 
increasing and absolutely continuous implies g is well defined and has 
measurable domain cp(Dom(h)) equal to a.e. point in [O,(p(T)]. In 
addition, since rh is integrable, so is g. 
Proof: Let x E 6 and T- E (0, T). If follows, by (A), Remark 1.2, and 
the definition of x; that for some constants K, , K,, 
II-G - XOII d lIJ’,t;),k 4t;) XL 1 - Jr(t;)&) XII 
+ IIJr(r”k)&) x - XII + lb0 - XII 
G lb;-1 --xl/ +~lt~(CXK~ fG llh(t;)ll)+ Ih-4 
for k = 1, . . . . N(n). Thus IIx; - xg/l <C:= i r(t;)(K, + Kz Ilh(tl)ll) 6; + 
2 l\xO-xI(, so that if F(t)=r(t)(K, + K, Ilh(t)ll) and F”(t) is piecewise 
constant and equal to F(t;) on (tip i, t;] then 
Ilx”k-xoll sjb~w)&+~~~; lI;“(5)-fI5)14+2 Ilxo-XII. 
Therefore, if 
p”,“(t)=[“‘F(<)d<+ IIF”-FIIL~+ IIF’-FII,,+2 1(x0-x)1, 
0 
and 
C=l‘rF(5)&+su~ ll~-FllL~+ IIxoll+2 llxo-XII 
0 ” 
11x; - xg < /Pqr; - fj”) for j=O or k=O 
and Ilxgll < C for all k and n. 
Define next 
(9) 
where a’“,” is the modulus of continuity for JP”, 0 is the modulus of 
continuity for cp- ‘, and E” = I:(“) (r”(t) - r(r)) d& Now the modulus of 
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continuity of a continuous function is continuous, positive, nondecreasing, 
subadditive, and zero at zero, as is clear from the definition 
a(z)=sup((cp~‘(t)-cp-‘(s)(:Ods, t< T, It--l a), 5 > 0. 
It follows that 
11x; - x,“ll d dys;: - $7 for j=O or k=O. (10) 
For instance, if k = 0, then 
which by (9) is no less then Ilx; - x,!?l/. 
The next step is to apply Corollary 2.9 of [ 11. First we introduce some 
definitions. Set d; = s; - s;: _, and let C= L(2C) where C is as above. 
Define Hm*“(s, t) to be the piecewise constant function which equals b;f 
when (s, t) E (.s,Y- ,, s,?] x (s;- ,, s;! where 
dy b!“,” = / 4 J.k &” + d;: b,T’ 1 + dy + d;: - bjmln,,k + 
d”d* - 
- Chrf’, 
dy + d;: 
jk > 0, 
3 
b,Jy = 4”~*(s;: - ST), jk = 0. 
In that d; = r(t;) S;, we see the similarity between the above recursive 
equality and the recursive inequality of Lemma 1. H”*” may be thought of 
as a step function on the grid A”,” = { (.rJ?, 3;): 1 6 j< N(m), 1 6 k < N(n)} 
having mesh max{dy, d;:: 1 <j,< N(m), 1 d k d N(n)). Furthermore this 
mesh approaches zero as m, n + co since 
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Previously we defined g(t)=hocp-l(t). Now let g(s, t)= IIg(t)-g(s)11 
and define for 0 d s, t < T 
Cg(t, t-s+<)& if tgs 
G(s, t) = w( t - s) + 
W-t+<, 04 if s > t, 
where w=pocp-r and p(t)=j/$F(t)d4+2 1(x,,-x)1. 
Now in the notation of [l], application of (8) immediately implies that 
IIP” - gll it,” + 0, where gm*n(s, t) = Ilg”(t) - g”(s)ll. It is also clear from the 
definitions of $‘$“, amtn, and E” that IIcY.” - 01) Lm( _S(m),S(njj + 0. 
Corollary 2.9 [ 1 ] therefore gives 
lim lPn(s,t) = G(s, t) 
m.n - 30 
uniformly for (s, t)c [0, cp(T-)] x [0, q(T-)]. Furthermore, if v”(s) is the 
step function which equals x; for s E (s;- r, s”,], then Lemma 1 and 
inequality (10) give for positive m and n and 0 <s, t < min{q(S(m), 
cp(WH> 
Ilu”(t) - urn(s)ll G ZPqs, t). 
Hence ii;;i,,n _ o. Ilo” - um(s)ll < G(s, t) uniformly for 0 d s, t < cp( T-). In 
particular, along s = t we obtain 
lim II@(t)-u”(t)ll <G(t, t)=2 (Ixo-xJI. m.n + co 
Since x E 6 is arbitrary, we conclude that lim u’(s) = u(s) exists uniformly 
for 0 <s < cp( T-). Also, u is continuous as follows from the estimate 
lb(t) - u(s)11 <G(s, t) = jrp-“‘--I) F(5) dt; + 2 1(x,, -x(1 
0 
+s’c II&t)-g(t--++)I1 d<, t >, s, 
0 
where, since g is integrable, it is continuous in the mean. 
Next we show that 
(11) 
u”o q-‘(s) - u”(s) + 0 
uniformly for 0 < s < cp( T- ). 
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Given c > 0 let 6 > 0 be such that /[u(s) - v(t)/ <c whenever [s - t( < 6, and 
let n,. be such that T(n) > T- for all n > n, and for all k = 1, . . . . N(n): 
I~(63 - cp(G- ,)I + 2 joT- b”(t) - 401 dt <6/2 
and 
Il.4 - 4tNl G c if tE(4~(t;-~)+~;-~, dt;)+$l. 
Suppose s > 0 lies in 
(cp(t;-,),cp(t;)ln(cp(~~-,)+~~-,,(~(t~)+~~l 
for some 1, p E [ 1, N(n)] and n > n,. Then 
/tun O v -Ys) - fns)ll = II-q - x,“ll < 11x; - 4cptm + ~;)/I 
+ Ilu(cp(C) + a- eA$) + $311 
+ Ib(cP(g + q3 - $11 
which is no greater than 3c since 
IqJ(t;)+E+p(t;)-E;l< Iq(t;)+E;-sl+ Is-cp(t;)-E;l 
G Mm - cptt;- ,)I + Ia 
+ IP($) - cpo;- 111 + I&;- II + I$l 
is no greater than 6. Also, ~“0 ~(0) =x0 = u”(0). Thus J(u”o cp-‘(3) - u”(s)jl 
d 3c for all s E [0, cp(T- )] and all n 3 n,, or (11) holds. Furthermore, it 
readily follows from (11) that u”(t) - u”(cp(t)) -+ 0 uniformly for 0 6 t 6 T-. 
Finally, let u = u 0 cp. The bound 
Ilu”(t) - 4t)ll < llu”(t) - u”(cP(t))ll + IlU”(cP(~)) - 4dt))ll 
then shows that u”(t) -+ u(t) uniformly for 0 Q t d T-. 
Now, by definition, u”(s) =x; for SE (s;_, , s;] and, by construction, 
x; = Jy( t[G) x;: _ 1. Hence, (u”(s;) - u”(s[t- ,))/djl + B(t;) u”(s;) 3 0. But 
t; N cp-‘(s;) so that we regard u(s)=lim, u”(s) as mild solution to 
u’(s) + B(cp-l(s)) u(s) 3 0 along the sequence of partitions {~;}fc;“b. 
Therefore u = u 0 cp is indeed a reparameterization of a mild solution and 
agrees with the classical solution to (1) when smoothness prevails. 
4. CONVERGENCE VIA A STEP FUNCTION APPROXIMATION 
Theorem 2 below is easier to apply than Theorem 1. It relies on 
Theorem 1 and a Riemann step function approximation result, Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume B(t), 0 < t < T, satisfies (A) and (C.l). Let 
r: [0, T] + [W+ be a Lebesgue integrable function such that rh: [0, T] + X is 
Bochner integrable and for some sequence of numbers I, + 0, the sequence of 
maps 
~-JboTlr(s~-r(s-~nC)I M)ll ds-0 in L’(0, 1). (12) 
Let A(t) = r(t) B(t) and x0 E B. There exists a sequence of partitions 
{t",)kNI;"A of CO(n), T(n)1 with o(n)tO, T(n)fT, and max,.,,,(,, 
(ti - t;f-- 1) + 0 as n + co along which (1) has a continuous mild solution 
u(t) = lim, u,,(t) and the convergence is uniform on [0, T-1 for every 
O-CT-CT, 
Remark. There are instances when (12) does not hold for any sequence 
1, + 0, even when r ((hll&L”(O, T) and r, (IhI\ E Lp(O, T) for all 0 <p < 2. See 
[S, Sect. 51. 
Proof By Theorem 1 and in the notation of that theorem, it suffices to 
show the existence of a sequence of partitions { t;}f$‘h with mesh + 0, 
t;f<O< t;, t”ofO, f:(,J T, an d such that (7) and (8) hold. Equivalently, (8) 
may be expressed as 
lim Nf’ y4, + 4 
Ilh(t;) -dOI 4 = 0 
n-+‘x k=l d’;-,)+EII-, 
(13) 
(where g=hocp-‘). 
In order to prove (7) and (13), let {ri jjso m n(m) be any sequence of partitions 
which begin at z;; = 0, end at t;(,) = T, and satisfy the conditions 
(M.1) max, QjGAn(m) Y,”G uv, for some constant K and all m, where 
yjm=z~-rim_i and v,=min,GjGn(mjY~. 
W.2) maxl.j.A(,,y~+O as m+w. 
Finally, assume that for each m: v, > 1,/u. (For example, take rc = 1 and 
7; =jim, 0 <j < A(m) = [T/t,,J.) Let <J” E (~j?! i, tj”] be arbitrary inter- 
mediary points and define 
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where fl = (r, J/h 11, r j/h/ ) and 1 1 denotes the Euclidean norm. Under the 
substitutions s = rIY - c in the first integral and t = <,? - c in the second 
integral, since r,?-, - c = s - y,? 2 s - KV, 2 s - I,, t - uv, and r,? - c < 
t + 7,” < t + XV,, we obtain 
The fact that r, h, and cp are all zero off [0, 7’1 yields 
As v,/l(m) Q T and yy 2 v, 2 I&, the above is no greater than 
UT T e(s) - 
IS 1, 0 
II&)-d5NI & ds 
54s - bn) 
for which, since v,,, -+ 0, the last integral approaches zero by absolute con- 
tinuity and the middle integral approaches zero by [3, p. 150-J The first 
integral, under the substitution t = q-‘(l), becomes 
KT T ’ - 
If 
I/h(s)-h(t)11 r(t)dtds 
1, 0 S-h 
b(t) h(t) - 4s) &)I1 dt ds 
+ E joT j’ Ids) - r(t)1 IlNs)ll dt ds. s - lm 
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Again by [3, p. 1501, applied to rh, the first integral after the inequality 
sign converges to zero, while the second integral equals 
which converges to zero, as follows directly from (12). Hence Z(m) + 0 so 
there exists a subsequence m(i) such that if 
G,(c) = n(?i)) jv(““-c) Ilh(7jm(‘) AC) -g(l)ll dt 
j=l 4a,<;) - c) 
1 
+ max m(i) 
1 Sj<A(m(i)) yj I 
T;:l’r: IP(5,““‘- cl - P(t)1 &> 
then Q,(c) -+ 0 as i + co for a.e. c E (0, T). 
Let cl E (0, 1) and let i(l), a positive integer, be such that Q,(c,) < 1 for 
all i>i(l). For n>2, let i(n)>i(n-1) and O<c,<c,_, be such that c,, 
Qi(n)(C,) < l/n. Then as n approaches infinity, c, J, 0 and 
Qi(n)(cn) + O* (14) 
The sequence of partitions (t;j,Npb is now defined by letting k(n) be such 
that 
7W(n)) 6 c < 7m(i(n)) 
k(n) * k(n)+l, 
and setting 
p = 7Mln)) _ c 
P k(n)+p n, 
where N(n) = A(i(n)) - k(n). Then (14) 
Ilh($3 -g(tN 4 = 0, (15) 
lim 
1 4 
max 
n-.m lCk<N(n) t;-t;:-, s IB($)-8(5)1 &=O. (16) 
p = 0, . ..) N(n), 
yields in the special case <7 = 7y 
Clearly (16) implies (7), and { t;>,“pb is a sequence of partitions of 
[O(n), r(n)] with O(n) < 0 < t;, O(n)fO, Z’(n)TT, and mesh-0 as 
n+cQ. 
It remains to prove (13). First note that (16) implies 
(17) 
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and 
(18) 
where u;=E;--EE;~~ and d;=t;-t;_,. Next, in (13) set cp(t;) = a; so that 
our goal becomes to prove 
lim Nf’ j” + 4 
“‘Wk=, Ok-,+$-, IIg(~~)-g(~)ll 4 =a (19) 
A simple change of variable and the triangle inequality applied to the 
integral in (19) give 
where 
and 
First we show that J1 + 0. Now J, < J3 + J4 + J5 where 
But 
which forces J4 and J, to zero as n --* co by absolute continuity of the 
505/75/2-2 
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integral. Concerning J,, given c > 0 let e(t) be continuous and such that 
II g - 4 Ll(O,vp(T)) < c. Then J3 < J6 + J, + J, where 
Now J6 < c by design and 5, +O by uniform continuity of e. In J8 simple 
substitution gives 
which is no greater than 
s 
T+&(n)-, 
II40 -g(t)ll 4 
0 
provided ~7 b 0 for i = 1, . . . . N(n) - 1. In the general case where E; may be 
negative, the reader is invited to verify that 
where we set the closed interval [a, b] equal to 0 if a > b. Since the 
measure of each interval [o; + E;, a;+~;-~] does not exceed l&J and 
Ck Ia;1 + 0, then J8 < 2c eventually as n + co. Hence, all in all, J, --t 0 as 
n-,03. 
Finally, J, breaks up as 
Jz=zj-o;m, IMa”,)-dt)ll 4+;j;+” IIg($i)-g(5)II dt. 
k 
Of course the first of these sums converges to zero by (15). The second 
sum is no greater than 
IIg(Oll & +c IId63ll 65 
k 
(33) 
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The proof is now complete since the first sum in (20) has limit zero, 
again by absolute continuity and Ck lcl;l -+ 0, while 
k k 
which has limit zero by (17) and (18). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume B(t), 0 ,< t 6 T, satisfies (A) and (C.l). Suppose 
/[hII ELP(O, T) for some PE Cl, co], and r(t) is positive a.e. and belongs to 
Lq(O, T) where l/p + l/q< 1. Let X,,E d and A(t) = r(t) B(t). Then the 
conclusions of Theorem 2 are valid. 
Proof By Holder’s inequality rh is integrable and 
s T Ir(s) - rb - t/n)1 IMs)ll ds 0 
< [r(s) - r(s - </n)l” ds 
The proof now follows by Dominated Convergence since for each 5, the 
above term (jr0 )liy + 0 as n + cc and is bounded by 2 llrll L4. 
Theorem 2 also yields 
COROLLARY 2. Assume B(t), 0 6 t i T, satisfies (A) and (C. 1) and that 
p(t) is positive a.e. and integrable on [O, T]. Given t?E R! let r(r) be the 
translated function p(t + 0). For each x0 E D and a.e. 8 if A(t) = r(t) B(t), 
then the conclusions to Theorem 2 hold. 
Proof Consider 
lli ’ TIr(s)-r(s-t/n)l IlW)ll dsdtde RO 0 
1 T-be 
= Sff k(t)-At-t/n)1 IMt-@II dtdtd0 w o e 
< jol jR IAt) - At - @)I dt 4 IoT IlNsNl ds 
which, by Dominated Convergence, has limit zero as n + co. Since L’ 
convergence implies a.e. convergence along some subsequence and 
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rh = p(. + 8) h is integrable for a.e. 8, for some subsequence n(m), if 
1, = l/n(m) then for a.e. 0 
We end this section with a by-product of the proof of Theorem 2, an 
approximation theorem for vector valued Bochner integrable functions 
f E L’(0, T; X). 
THEOREM 3. Let {~;}:?b, n = 1, 2, . . . . be any sequence of partitions of 
[0, T] satisfying conditions (M.l) and (M.2) and let 5;~ (z;- 1, z;] be any 
sequence of intermediary points. 
Given f E L’(0, T; X), define for a.e. c E (0, T) the Riemann step function 
approximation for f 
w:(t) =f (5; - c) for <E(T:-,-c,f;--1, k=l , . . . . A(n), 
where f = 0 off of [0, T]. There exists a subsequence n(i) such that for a.e. 
CC (0, T) 
lim 
i-+02 
Ilf - wfi(i)ll L.l(O,T- c; xJ = 0 
uniformly in the sense that for a.e. c E (0, T) 
lim 
1 
max 
i-+m l~kcN(n(i))~“k(i’--~(i)l s 
n(l) 
'k -' Ilw:(~)-f(~Hl &=O. 
r/t)rc 
Proof. For each positive integer n form the expression 
J(n) = &1 <y$n) *s”k -\  jrz -= Ilf (<“k - c) -f (011 4 dc. . . k-l $-I-c 
Then J(n) + 0 just as Z(m) + 0 in Theorem 2. 
5. SOLUTION FOR u'(t)+ r(t) Au(t)gf(t) 
Suppose A(t) = r(t) A -f(t) where A: Dam(A) E X + 2x is m-accretive 
(and independent of t) and f: [0, T] + X. Then the elements x; of (5) 
satisfy 
x;-x;-, 
q-t;-, 
+ r(t;) Ax: 3f(t:), 1 <kkN(n), 
x;;=xo, 
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or (u,,(l;) - u,(t;- ,))/a; + r(t$) Au,(t;) if, k = 1, . . . . N(n), where, as in 
previous sections, u,(t) is the step function which equals xj,! for 
t E R + n (f;- 1, $1 and u,(t) =x0 for t 6 0. An immediate consequence of 
Corollary 1 is 
THEOREM 4. Assume that A is m-accretive. Let f: [O, T] -+ X and 
r: [0, T] + R+ be such that for some p E [ 1, co], the ratio f/r E Lp(O, T; X), 
where r E Lq(O, T) for some q 2 p/( p - 1). 
Then for every x0 E Dom(A ) there exists a sequence of partitions { t;:}rpJ 
of [O(n), T(n)] with O(n) t 0, T(n) 7 T, and mesh -+ 0 along which 
u’(t) + r(t) Au(f) 3f ([I, O<t<T, 
u( 0) = x0 
has a continuous mild solution u =lim, u, uniformly on [0, T-1 for every 
O<T-CT. 
Proof: Define B(t) = A -h(t) where h =flr and Dom(B(t)) = Dam(A). 
Then conditions (A) and (C.l) are easily checked since 
J%(t) x = K,(x + Ah(t)) a.e., 
where K2 = (I+ iA)-‘. Thus, by the m-accretiveness of A, condition (A) 
holds and 
IIJ%(t) X-J%(s) XII < 2 I/h(t) - h(s)11 a.e. 
which gives (Cl). Corollary 1 may now be applied in order to complete the 
proof. 
We close with a result which allows for the case p = q = 1 in Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that A is m-accretive and that f: [0, T] -+ X and 
r:[O,T]+R+ are such that fE L’(0, T, X), r E L’(0, T), and r > E a.e. for 
some c > 0. 
Then for every x0 E Dom(A ) and a.e. 8 E R’ there exists a sequence of 
partitions {t;}ccA of [O(n), T(n)] with O(n) t 0, T(n) t T, and mesh + 0 
along which 
U’(t)++)h(t)3f(t+o), O<t<T, 
u(0) = x0 
has a continuous mild solution u = lim, u, uniformly on [O, T-1 for every 
O-CT-<T. 
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Proof Given 8 E R define BB( t) = A - he(t) where hO( t) =f( t + tI)/r( t) 
and Dom(B,(t)) E Dam(A). Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 4, the 
operators i 4A t) lo <I G T satisfy (A) and (C. 1). The proof will be completed 
by demonstrating that (12) of Theorem 2 holds. Consider 
’ SII r [r(s) - r(s - </n)[ “;r(+)p)” ds d[ d0 Iwo 0 
1 
6- SI ’ rIr(s)--T(s-Un) Ids& IlfIIL~, Eo 0 
which approaches zero as n -+ cc by Dominated Convergence. Hence there 
is a subsequence n(m) such that for a.e. 8 
’ ss ’ b-(s) - r(s - S/n(m))1 Ilhds)ll ds dt mym 0. I 0 0 
As seen from the above proof, in the statement of Theorem 5 a weaker 
condition than r being bounded away from 0, for which the conclusions of 
the theorem are still valid, is l/r E L’(0, T) and 
lim ss 
I ~Ir(s)-rb-</n)l dsdc;=o 
n-m 0 0 Ir(s)l 
Note, however, that not all functions r(t) with r, l/r E L’(0, T) satisfy (21). 
For example, let 
Then for all 6 E (0, $), 
I 1 r(s-6) -ds> - 0 4s) s 
rP+~r(~-f36)~~= 
112 r(s) 
so that 
I 
1 lr(s)-r(s-~6)1 ds,n- 1 
Ir(s)l 
for all 6 E (0, a). 
0 
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